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ABSTRACT

A methodology for the assessment of the reliability of linear lifelines
subjected to natural hazards was developed and applied to bridge and
underground pipeline examples. Included were the assessments of
probabilities of achieving various levels of functional goals for the
lifelines ~nd the evaluation of a damage probability matrix. Pairwise
dependency between adjacent sections (or spans) was considered using
binomial and bivariate normal models. For the bridge example, the,
failure of the lifeline was supposed to have occurred when a complete
failure mechanism developed. For the pipeHne example, the failure was
supposed to have occurred when the applied axial strains, computed
including the effects of vibratory motion and fault displ~cement,

exceeded the yield strains., The loadings were considered to be both
probabilistic and deterministic. Reliability analysis was performed for
horizontal and vertical earthquake motions.
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1. I NTRODUC TI ON

This report presents the results of an investigation, conducted at
Engineering Decision Analysis Company, Inc. (EDAC), on the practical
reliability analysis of linear lifelines under natural hazards, such as
earthquakes. The purpose of this research was to develop and apply a
practical methodology for reliability assessment of linear lifelines under
the influence of seismic loads. Linear lifelines include a large category
of lifelines that usually do not have any major branches, such as pipelines
for the supply of oil, gas and water, transmission lines, highways and
railroads, and bridges, etc.

The major emphasis of the research was on the development and use of
reliable and practical techniques for the assessment of reliab\lities of
lifelines. The reliability assessments employed "in this investigation
consisted of estimating probabilities of attainment of various levels of
functional goals. The types of lifelines of interest-considered in this
investigation included lifelines supported at intervals by piers, such as
bridges, and lifelines supported continuously on a subgrade, such as
underground pipelines.

A salient feature of the research work described in this report was the
consideration of dependency between the properties and the behaviors of
adjacent elements of a lifeline. It is usual in reliability analysis of
lifelines to assume that the properties and loads at different locations of
a lifeline are independent, random variables. This is not true in many
cases, such as in a bridge where the capacities and loads for adjacent
spans are" usually statistically correlated, or in an underground pipeline
where the properties of the surrounding soil are correlated from one region
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to the other. This is usually due to the uncertainty in the properties of
structural materials and construction and fabrication procedures for
structures, such as bridges, and the uncertainty in soil properties because
of their non-uniform and non-homogeneous character resulting from their
mode of formation. Furthermore, natural hazards, such as earthquakes,
which are random in nature, produce forces which are also random. The
loads at two points of a lifeline due to earthquake effects are, therefore,
also usually correlated.

Chapter 2 of this report describes the general methodology for reliability
assessment used in this study and its extension using two types of
probabilistic models describing the behavior of dependency between the
properties and loads for adjacent elements of a lifeline. The first model
employs a joint binomial probability distribution for the description of
the correlation in the behaviors of two adjacent elements. The capacities
at critical sections of the lifeline are considered to be normally
distributed and probabilistically uncorrelated, but the behavior of each
critical section itself is considered to be binary and correlated to the
behavior of the adjacent section. The second model ~ploys a bivariate
normal distribution for correlation of capacities and loads in adjacent
spans. In both cases, a pairwise dependency is assumed.

Two types of examples of lifelines were selected for this study, after a
very careful survey and discussions with numerous engineers in-house, as
well as professional engineers in the industry. The first example
consisted of a three-span concrete bridge. The geometry and properties for
this example were based on an existing ten-span bridge in the City of
Oakland in California. Chapter 3 describes the reliability assessment for
this lifeline. The second example consisted of an underground pipeline.
This example was based on the Trans-Alaska pipeline located in a
seismically active area with the possibility of experiencing vibratory
motions resulting from dynamic wave propagation effects, as well as fault
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displacements. The reliability assessment for this example is presented in
Chapter 4. This is followed by Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations
for Future Studies, presented in Chapter 5.

The study described in this report was conducted for National Science
Foundation under NSF Grant No. PFR77-24727, and was carried out under EDAC
Project No. 103-140.
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2. GENERAL METHODOLOGY AND PROBABILISTIC MODELS

INTRODUCTION
The reliability of a lifeline under natural hazards is defined as the
probability of survival of that lifeline under such hazards. The
survival (or success) occurs when there is no failure. The failure is a
general terminology that requires accurate definition for individual
cases. In Chapters 3 and 4, definitions of failures and damage levels
are discussed for the bridge and the underground pipeline examples.
Reliability analysis, as performed in this study, consisted of
decomposing the'overall system into an assemblage of elements which
corresponded realistically to the functional characteristics of the
overall system. Since failure cannot occur in zero length, the basic
analysis methodology consisted of studies of discrete segments of finite
dimensions.

In real lifelines, as mentioned earlier, the properties and loadings
between adjacent elements are usually statistically dependent. For
consideration of complete dependency between all elements, the knowledge
of the joint probability distribution between these elements is required,
leading to the necessity of solution of a very complex problem with no
available easy solution techniques. For this reason, an assumption of
pairwise dependency was considered to be a suitable model for most linear
lifelines, since the knowledge of the coefficient of correlation
described first order conditional reliabilities between elements which
could lead to the calculation of overall reliabilities of the system.

Two types of probabilistic models were employed in this study for
consideration of pairwise dependencies of capacities, loads, or element
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behaviors. These models consisted of binomial and bivariate normal
distributions, as described below.

BI NOM IAL MODEL

A binomial model based on the dependent binary behavior is one of the
simplest models that can be assumed in order to consider the dependency
of adjacent elements of a linear lifeline (Ref. 1). In this model, the
behavior of an element is assumed to be binary, i.e., having the status
of success or failure. Each element with a binary behavior is assumed to
be dependent on the success and failure of its adjacent element according
to the binomial distribution law. The failure of each element or section
would occur, by definition, when the loads at the specified section of
the element would exceed the corresponding capacities at that section.

It must be pointed out that, in using this model, the dependency is
actually assumed between the behaviors of adjacent elements and not the
loads or the capacities. The capacities are assumed to be independent,
normal random variables, while the loads are assumed to be perfectly
correlated normal random variables.

In using this model, the linear lifeline is first discretized into N
finite size elements (or critical sections) that are connected in
series. The overall reliability of the lifeline with a pairwise
dependency can then be written as:

where

N
= R, n Ro

1
· 1. 2 1 1

1=

(2-1)

R. ,. 11 1-
= Conditional Reliability of element

survival of element i-I
= P (success of i/success of i-I)

i, given the

(2-2)
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If the behaviors of elements i and i-I are represented by two binary
random vari ab les Xi and Xi_I' where

F. : P [X.: 0] : P [failure of i]
1 1

Ri : P [Xi: 1] : P [success of i] : 1 - Fi

and, if the joint distribution between the random variables Xi and
X. 1 is considered to be binomial, so that

1-

Px X : R.· R. 1. . 1 1 1-1 ,-

Then, one can obtain the conditional reliab~lity R; 1;-1 as follows:

Let the coefficient of correlation between Xi and Xi _1 be given by

COV[X
i

, Xi _l ]
P;,i-l =

~ ~X. X. 1
1 1-

For binomial distribution PX.X.
1 1-1

2
oX. : R.F. : R.(l-R.)

l' 1 1
1

0
2 : R. 1F. 1 : R. 1(l-R. 1)x. 1 1- 1- ,- ,-
1-

COV[Xi,Xi _,] : E [(Xi-m;)(Xi _, - mi _,)]

: E [X.X. 1] - m.E[X
1
· 1] - mi-1 E[X,'] + mimi _l, 1- 1 -

(2-3)

(2-4)

(2-5)

(2-6 )

(2-7)

(2-8 )
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where

m. =mean of X. = R.
1 1 1

By definition

mi _1 =mean of Xi -1 = Ri _1

2-4

Ri ,i-1 = P[success of i and i-1J = Riii-1·Ri-l

= P[Xi=l, Xi -1 = 1J ~ PX
i
Xi -1

But

1 1
E[Xi , Xi _1] =E E PX.,x. Xi Xi _1 =

X. =0 X. 1=0 1 1-1
1 1-

Therefore

R.. 1 = E[X.,X. 1]
1,1- 1 1-

Inserting (2-6), (2-7) and (2-8) into (2-11)

R. 1· 1 = E[X . ,X. 1 J = COV [X., Xl· -1] + m. m. 11, - 1 1- 1 1 1-

P
X. ,X. 1

1 1-

(2-9)

(2-10 )

(2-11 )

(2-12 )
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Inserting {2-5} into {2-12}

Inserting (2-9) into (2-13), and solving for Ri li-1' we obtain

Ri i-l jR,.{l-R.)R·_l(l-R·_l )
R - '. - R +P 1 1 1ili-l - Ri _l - i i,i-l R

i
_
l

{2-13}

(2-14)

The conditional reliability Ri li-1 is calcul~ted for all the elements
and then the overall reliability of the linear lifeline is obtaine~

from (2-1). The marginal reliability Ri is calculated from the
distribution of load Li and capacity Ci at the critical section (or
element) i:

Ri =P [success of section i]

R = P [L. ~ C.] = 1 - P [L. > C.] = 1 - P [failure of section i]
1 1 1 1

Marginal Reliability for Different Conditions of Loads and Capacities
1. If Li and Ci are independent normal random variables with means

2 2mD. and me.' and vari ances cr n. and crc . ' then Ri can be obtained as
.t1 1 X.1 1

follows:

Let,

Zi =

Then,

mo.· - m .,q Cl

J cr2 + cr2
Q i ci

(2-15 )

R. = PEL. < C.]
1 1 - 1

Z.
= F [z ~ Zi] =I 1 -L exp [- ~ z2] dz

_00 I2TI
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The value of Ri is equivalent to the shaded area shown in Fig. 2-1a.

The values of F[z ~ Zi] are obtained from standard normal density
tables.

2. If Li is a normal random variable and Ci is deterministic, then
Ri is obtained from:

Let,

Then,

R. = PEL. < C.] = F[z < Z,.], , - , -

3. If Li is deterministic and C; is a normal random variable, then
Ri is calculated from:

Let,

L. - ml'
Z. =' 1

, O"C.,

(2-16 )

(2-17 )

(2-18 )
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Then,

R· : pel· < C·] :F[z > Z.]1_ 1-1 -1 (2.19)

4. If li and li_1 are probabilistic and perfectly correlated, then
they can be discretized into Mdeterministic values with weighting
factors equal to the probability levels at those values. For
example, load li can be discretized into Mlevels, lij (j=1 to M)
(Fig. 2-2) with probability values Pj • Each lij can be treated
as a deterministic load similar to 3 above.

L.. _ me.
Z•• = 1J 1 (2-20)

1J a
C.,

R;j = P[success i Iload j] (2-21)

R. = l: R..P.
1 j 1J J

(2-22)

The condition of perfect correlation is consistent with many practical
linear lifeline examples and the advantage of this condition is that this
assumption simplifies the calculation of reliability when the capacities,
as well as the loadings, are correlated. This procedure is used
throughout this study whenever probabilistic loadings are encountered.

BIVARIATE NORMAL MODEL
In this model, the assumption of dependency is considered between
capacities of adjacent sections. The loads are assumed to be either
deterministic or probabilistic with normal distribution, similar to the
previous case. The capacities are assumed to be normal random variables,
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with a joint bivariate normal distribution between a pair of adjacent
capacities.

The failure occurs, as before, when the load at a critical section or
element exceeds the capacity. The success or failure of a section is
therefore dependent on the behavior of its adjacent section, i.e.,

R'I' 1 = PEL. < C·IL. 1 < C1' 1J
1 1- 1 - 1 1- - -

If the capacities Ci and Ci -1 are random variables, jointly dependent
with a bivar.i ate normal distribution, the joint probabil ity distribution
between C; and C;_l would be

(2-23)

P.. 1 (C., c. l' P• • ,)1,1- 1 1- 1,1-

- 1 {

= 2. •.•. 1 J 1 - p? . 1 exp - 2(1-p~ . 1)
11- ','- ',1-

~(
C. -m .)2 (c. -m.) (C. ,-m. 1)

1 1 -2 1 1 1- 1- +
a. Pl' ,. 1 a.a. 11 ,- 1 1-

(2-24 )

where p. . 1
1,1-

=Coefficient of Correlation between C. and C. 1
1 1-

The marginal distributions for Ci and Ci-1 are also normal, as shown
below:
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d C. 11-

(2-25)

00

P. ,(C. 1) = f P. ·l(C"C. l'P' .,) del'1- 1- 1,1- 1 1- 1,1-
_00

(2-26 )

Deterministic Loads and Probabilistic Capacities
If the loads Li and Li _1 are deterministic and the capacities Ci
and Ci _1 are jointly dependent through a bivariate normal distribution

Pi,i-l' then the conditional reliability Ri li-1 is derived from

R. ·1 pel. < c. nL. 1 < C'"l]
1 1 - _-...:.1_-_..:..1--.."_1.;..-....:.---::-..:..1_-'--R -, =

ili-' - Ri _l p[Li-l ~ Ci-1J

where
00

peL. < C. n L. 1 < C. 1] = f dC
1
·

1 - 1 1- - 1-
Li

00

f p• . 1 (c.,c. l' p. ·1) dC. '11,1- 1 1- 1,1- 1-
L. l1-

(2-27)

(2-28)

00

P[L. 1 < C. 1] = f dC·1- - 1- 1
_00

00

f p• . 1 (C., c. l' Pi i-1) dCi_l (2-29)
1,1- 1 1- •

L. l1-
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Then, the total reliability is obtained from

N

RL = R1·R211 ... Ri I; -1 ... RNIN-1 = R1 /!2 Ri Ii -1

The values of integrals in equation (2-29) are obtained from standard
normal density tables. The values of integrals in equation (2-28) are
obtained as follows:

00 00

L(h,k,p) =~ dx ~dY'P(X,y,p)
h k

where

P(X,y,p) =Bivariate normal density between random variables
x and y with zero means and unit standard deviations

L(h,k,p) can be expanded as follows (Ref. 2):

(2-30)

(2-31)

{

0 if hk >0 or hk = 0 and h + k~O
L(h,k,p) =L(h,o,a) + L(h,o,b) - 1

r Otherwise (2-32)

a = (ph-k)(sgn h)

j h2-2phk+k2

b = (pk-h)(sgn k)
I'h2 -2phk+k2

(2-33)
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s9n h = 1 if h > 0
= -1 if h < 0
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(2-34)

The probability values in equation (2-28) are calculated by a transforma
tion

(
L. m. L. 1 - m. 1 )

PEl C () l C] 1- 1 1- 1-,<. '1 < . 1 =l. p
1 - 1 1- - 1- (1. (1. 1 'i,i-l

1 1-

(2-35)

The values of L(h,o,a) are obtained from bivariate normal graphs given
in Appendix B.

The other useful relationships used in this study are

h k

l(-h,-k,p) = f dx f dy·P(x,y,p)
_00 _00

(2-36 )

l(h,k,p) = L(k,h,p) (2-37)

l(-h,o,p) = 1/2 - L(h,o, -p) (2-38)

Probabilistic Loads and Probabilistic Capacities
If the loads li and li_l are probabilistic, for most practical
purposes they can be assumed to be perfectly correlated. This means that
if the loads li and Li_1 are perfectly correlated, they can be
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discretized into Mload values L.. , each with a weighting factor equal
lJ

to the probability Pj of the load at that level. Then the total
reliability can be obtained similar to (2-22)

M N
RL = E R1 n R'I' 1· .• P.

j=l i=2 1 1-,J J
(2-39 )

R·I' 1 •1 1- ,J
= P [success i and success i-liload j]

P [success ;-1 Iload jJ
R. • 11'= 1,1- J

Ri _1/j

(2-40)
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